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at a high level, the reference implementation (readium lcp in the reference implementation) is a
runtime library for dealing with the bytecode, and the http protocol. this runtime implementation is
responsible for translating between the bytecode that needs to be executed by the browser and the

http protocol that the browser is going to need to follow to read the license. the readium lcp
specification defines the necessary properties of the http protocol and bytecode instruction set, but

the specification is silent on how to make those properties available for the browser. at the very
highest level of the readium lcp specification, you have a client that implements readium lcp, and

this client communicates with a server that provides the necessary bytecode to the client. when the
client is ready to read a license, it sends a request to the server, and the server returns the bytecode

that it needs to be able to read the license. the client parses the bytecode and reads the license. if
youre a distributor and want to implement readium lcp, you will need to get a digital certificate,

which verifies your identity as a server licensee; the certificates will be provided by the international
telecommunications union (itu), the keeper of the x.509 certificate specification, instead of a

commercial certificate authority. licenseeswill beable to modify the reference source code for their
own purposes, as long as they pass tests for compliance with the readium lcp specification which will
include detailed tests to insure interoperability. on the server side, if youre a distributor and want to

implement readium lcp, you will need to get a digital certificate, which verifies your identity as a
server licensee; the certificates will be provided by the international telecommunications union (itu),

the keeper of the x.509 certificate specification, instead of a commercial certificate authority.
licenseeswill beable to modify the reference source code for their own purposes, as long as they
pass tests for compliance with the readium lcp specification which will include detailed tests to

insure interoperability.
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runtime library for dealing with the bytecode, and the http protocol. this runtime implementation is
responsible for translating between the bytecode that needs to be executed by the browser and the

http protocol that the browser is going to need to follow to read the license. the readium lcp
specification defines the necessary properties of the http protocol and bytecode instruction set, but

the specification is silent on how to make those properties available for the browser. at the very
highest level of the readium lcp specification, you have a client that implements readium lcp, and

this client communicates with a server that provides the necessary bytecode to the client. when the
client is ready to read a license, it sends a request to the server, and the server returns the bytecode

that it needs to be able to read the license. the client parses the bytecode and reads the license. if
youre a distributor and want to implement readium lcp, you will need to get a digital certificate,

which verifies your identity as a server licensee; the certificates will be provided by the international
telecommunications union (itu), the keeper of the x.509 certificate specification, instead of a

commercial certificate authority. licenseeswill beable to modify the reference source code for their
own purposes, as long as they pass tests for compliance with the readium lcp specification which will
include detailed tests to insure interoperability. on the server side, if youre a distributor and want to

implement readium lcp, you will need to get a digital certificate, which verifies your identity as a
server licensee; the certificates will be provided by the international telecommunications union (itu),

the keeper of the x.509 certificate specification, instead of a commercial certificate authority.
licenseeswill beable to modify the reference source code for their own purposes, as long as they
pass tests for compliance with the readium lcp specification which will include detailed tests to
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